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Rely on RESYN 
for your kitchen refurbishments

RESYN are excelling as industry specialists in
the installation of hard-wearing, slip resistant
resin flooring solutions for commercial
kitchens. 
We've now completed more than 1500
commercial kitchens with more being
completed every week. As a result we've
gained insightful experience in the industry
and have solved an infinite number of flooring
challenges. 
From severely damaged substrates to
exceptionally short shutdown periods, we have
undertaken projects that have required
extensive planning and management, all of
which have been completed to the utmost
satisfaction of our customers. 

RESYN work with an impressive list of
restaurant operators, providing turnkey
solutions for kitchen refurbishment projects.
Our aim is to provide high quality, resin
flooring solutions that last and to complete
this with minimal disruption to the company’s
operating procedures. The resin flooring
systems we provide can help to reduce
maintenance and improve both hygiene and
safety within kitchen environments.
Our experience has enabled us to identify and
plan around key challenges prior to
installation. This approach allows us to provide
our customers with accurate costs and realistic
programmes from the beginning.
The packages we provide allow us to take on
full ownership of our projects, reducing the
reliance on our customers.  



 What we can offer:

Fast curing,
exceptionally
hardwearing
resin flooring

solutions

Floors that
offer

outstanding
slip resistance

Excellent hygienic
flooring systems

with reduced
maintenance

Drainage 
packages

Equipment removal
and reinstatement

packages (including
storage)

Substrate removal,
repair, and

reinstatement

Aftercare cleaning
and maintenance

packages and support
(in conjunction with

Degaclean)

Many of our customers prefer the
ease of working with one company
to coordinate and project manage
their schemes. Because RESYN
offers turnkey solutions we can
deliver on all flooring
requirements and associated
services, including the removal
and reinstatement of kitchen
equipment.

By taking on the responsibility
within a single package, we offer
seamless delivery and complete
solutions within a specific time
frame.
  

Turnkey Solutions:



When considering a new floor finish, it is essential to consider not only the initial cost of the
product but also the life cycle cost. A life cycle analysis considers all expenditure over the
product's lifetime, including the initial outlay, servicing, preventative maintenance, operation
and disposal.

Often budgets only consider the initial cost of a product, and whilst this may be the cheaper
alternative at the time, spending less on upfront costs may not offer long-term savings.

 

Maintenance and repair costs can mount up over
the years, significantly increasing the product's
life cycle cost.

A resin floor is typically more expensive to install
than other floor finishes, such as vinyl or tiles.
However, when considered in comparison over a
life cycle, it may offer a cheaper and more
sustainable solution. For further details read
more on our website,

First fit cost vs life cycle cost: 

Flat Roofing Solutions by RESYN:

RESYN can now supply and install robust,
long-lasting roofing solutions for new and
existing flat roofs. Degaflex is an extremely
hardwearing, reliable roofing solution that can
be used as part of a refurbishment or on new
build projects.

Developed using high-performance Methyl
Methacrylate resins (MMA), Degaflex provides
a high quality, waterproof roofing solution.
Offering the same distinctive benefits as
Degafloor resin flooring solutions, Degaflex is
fully cured within just 2 hours of installation
and offers exceptional resistance to both
physical and chemical attack.

Once applied the resins create a seamless and
impervious surface to produce a fully
waterproof roofing system which is fire
resistant to BS 476 Part 3 EXT.F.AB standards.



Excellent durability,
flexibility and resistance

in extreme operating
conditions.

Skid resistant. Exceptional
resistance to UV

light and
weathering.

Can be installed in
temperatures down

to -10°C.

Car parks are often the first point customers see; therefore, creating the right
impression whilst maintaining high safety standards is crucial.

Clearly defined safety and directional marking are fundamental in creating a safe
car park environment and ensuring compliance with Health & Safety regulations.
RESYN supply and install rapid car park resin flooring solutions which can be
adapted to suit your surface and line-marking requirements. By creating floor
visuals for exits, and dedicated zones for vehicles and pedestrians, we can help to
safeguard your employees and visitors.

Create striking and safe car park 
flooring solutions

Benefits include:

Available in a range of vivid colours, RESYN can transform car parks with striking
visual aesthetics to demark areas and enhance your customers' experience.



Preventing slips in the kitchen

Choose the correct floor finish:
Ensuring your floor finish is suitable for the operating environment is imperative when
looking to reduce the risk of slips. Companies often choose a floor that offers a good
slip resistance rating in dry conditions without considering the impact on this rating
under operating conditions.

If the floor is likely to get wet or receive
frequent spills, the floor finish should
be assessed by taking this into
consideration. Asking your flooring
provider for the slip resistance rating
under wet conditions could help to
protect you and your employees
against slips.
Most floors will offer acceptable slip
resistance under dry conditions but
many smooth floor finishes are likely to
fail assessments when wet. At RESYN,
we always assess floors under the
operating conditions and not ‘perfect
conditions’ before recommending or
installing a floor finish. We offer
systems that are textured to provide
excellent slip resistance, even when
wet..
We are also very aware that a textured
floor finish comes with the concerns of
‘cleanability.’ This leads us on to our
next point.

Adapting your cleaning regime:
Ensure your cleaning regime is adequate in
removing all contaminants and grease from
the floor. Many people believe that mopping
a floor is a good cleaning practice however
this regime doesn’t tend to remove the
contaminants or grease and simply smears
them around.
In conjunction with a good cleaning
product, the floor should be scrubbed and
rinsed with the dirty, contaminated water
being removed.

Preventing slips is paramount in protecting your employees. There are a
number of factors that can help to reduce slips in your workplace.



Luxurious and elegant 4-star hotel, Kilworth House
upgrades kitchen facilities

Kilworth House is an elegant 4-star hotel based in the Leicestershire countryside. Set in
an expansive 38 acres of private land, the hotel offers a mix of fine dining and luxurious
accommodation with its very own outdoor theatre. Following a busy Christmas and New
Year the hotel made the decision to close and as part of their continual investment in
the hotel, took the opportunity to replace its kitchen floor.

A resin floor had been installed within the
kitchen many years ago and had lost its
slip resistance. To improve the safety for
their employees, the hotel maintenance
team applied a non-slip epoxy coating
over the top - however this had started to
flake off. RESYN, ground off the epoxy
coating back to the original resin and
removed all damaged areas, which were
then infilled with Degafloor Deep Fill, a
quick curing repair mortar. The Degafloor
FB System was installed over the top of
the existing resin. Due to the product's
unique curing characteristics, the MMA
flooring system chemically bonds to the
existing resin floor to provide an
exceptionally hardwearing finish.

Degafloor’s fast curing MMA resin flooring
systems are fully cured within just two
hours of installation, making them ideally
suited to refurbishments where closure
periods are limited. Although the hotel
had taken the decision to close
throughout the installation, it was crucial
that the closure was kept to minimum.

The Degafloor FB System, recommended
and installed on the project, is broadcast
with aggregates, and sealed to provide a
hygienic, slip resistant floor. The system
ensures that all regulation standards for a
commercial kitchen are maintained.



Tel: 01778 343670
Email: info@RESYN.co.uk

RESYN have vast experience within the
hotel industry, undertaking commercial
kitchen flooring installations. As a result,
the company is aware how sensitive
these projects can be and understand
the importance of completing work
with minimal disruption. The hotel team
were impressed with the service
provided and were grateful to the team
who managed to finish ahead of
schedule. The installation was
completed over back-to-back shifts to
minimise the closure. 

We were extremely impressed with the service RESYN provided from start to
finish. They provided very competent advice on our initial visit which gave us the
confidence they could complete the installation quickly and efficiently. They
surpassed our expectations and even finished ahead of schedule. They provided
us with a cleaning kit and cleaning support following the installation to help our
team maintain the new floor finish, which has been very valuable. 

Mark Warrilow, Maintenance Manager, Kilworth House

Contact us for further information, a sample
or to discuss a possible project or site visit.


